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"When a princess captures a jinn and makes a wish, she is transported to the fiery world of the jinn, while the jinn must
take her place in the royal court of Baghdad"--Provided by publisher.
When teens go missing in Hawaii, a group of demon-hunters-half human and half angel-disguised as high school
students, must leave Crossroads, the place where they reside. In a race against time, they uncover the mystery
connecting the missing teens, which dates back to the era of the Knights Templar. However, when they discover one of
the Templars passed down a book containing all the secrets and codes to finding a particular treasure, they soon realize
this forbidden treasure needs to be found before Cyrus, the lord of the possessor demons, acquires it-a treasure which
been safeguarded and hidden from him. There is only one problem: the pages containing the clues leading to the
treasure is missing. When the first page is found, Cyrus threatens to kill more descendants of the Knights Templar if it is
not given to him by Friday the thirteenth. In the midst of threats and discovery, the demon-hunting angels find they are
not alone when supernatural beings begin to reveal themselves. Can they put their differences aside and work together
to solve the Knights Templars' cipher? As they astral travel to the past, they witness a lot more than they have bargained
for. And some things are better left unseen.
From Morgan Rice, #1 Bestselling author of THE VAMPIRE JOURNALS, comes the first book in a new trilogy of
dystopian fiction. New York. 2120. American has been decimated, wiped out from the second Civil War. In this postapocalyptic world, survivors are far and few between. And most of those who do survive are members of the violent
gangs, predators who live in the big cities. They patrol the countryside looking for slaves, for fresh victims to bring back
into the city for their favorite death sport: Arena One. The death stadium where opponents are made to fight to the death,
in the most barbaric of ways. There is only one rule to the arena: no one survives. Ever. Deep in the wilderness, high up
in the Catskill Mountains, 17 year old Brooke Moore manages to survive, hiding out with her younger sister, Bree. They
are careful to avoid the gangs of slaverunners who patrol the countryside. But one day, Brooke is not as careful as she
can be, and Bree is captured. The slaverunners take her away, heading to the city, and to what will be a certain death.
Brooke, a Marine’s daughter, was raised to be tough, to never back down from a fight. When her sister is taken, Brooke
mobilizes, uses everything at her disposal to chase down the slaverunners and get her sister back. Along the way she
runs into Ben, 17, another survivor like her, whose brother was taken. Together, they team up on their rescue mission.
What follows is a post-apocalyptic, action-packed thriller, as the two of them pursue the slaverunners on the most
dangerous ride of their lives, following them deep into the heart of New York. Along the way, if they are to survive, they
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will have to make some of the hardest choices and sacrifices of their lives, encountering obstacles neither of them had
expected—including their unexpected feelings for each other. Will they rescue their siblings? Will they make it back? And
will they, themselves, have to fight in the arena? ARENA ONE is Book #1 in the Survival Trilogy, and is 85,000 words.
Sixteen-year-old Elena Watkins just witnessed her father getting killed by a dragon. To make matters worse, she is taken
to their world called Paegeia, where she has to adapt to their reality, which involves Magic and dragons. Elena not only
have to adapt but she must make peace with what she is, a dragon rider and step up when her world needs her
The Third part in the Darkbeam Novels: The Rubicon's Story. Blake Leaf is fighting against the Dent. He truly believes
that the Dent is an enslavement spell. One where he would loose himself and that the bond is not natural. He takes
extreme measures with the help of Sam and Dimitri, a very dark sorcerer, that might cost him his life, if he caves.
Darkbeam is the Rubicon's story and also part of the Spin off series from the INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLING SERIES
The Dragonian Series.
If her love life is going down in flames, she might as well spark a revolution. Finding out on your sixteenth birthday you're
a shape-shifting dragon is tough to swallow. Being hauled off to an elite boarding school is enough to choke on. Since
Bryn is the only crossbreed at the Institute for Excellence, all eyes are on her, but it’s a particular black dragon, Zavien,
who catches her attention. Zavien is tired of the Directorate’s rules. Segregated clans, being told who to love, and closeminded leaders make freedom of choice almost impossible. The new girl with the striped hair is a breath of fresh air, and
with Bryn’s help, they might be able to change the rules. At the Institute, old grudges, new crushes, and death threats
are all part of a normal day for Bryn. She'll need to learn to control her dragon powers if she wants to make it through her
first year at school. But even focusing on staying alive is difficult when you’re falling for someone you can't have... The
Going Down in Flames series is best enjoyed in order Reading Order: Book #1- Going Down in Flames Book #2- Bridges
Burned Book #3- Trial by Fire Book #4- Fanning the Flames Book #5- Burning Bright
He is royal, dashing, and would become known as the greatest king that ever lived. Elena Watkins' father, Albert Malone
did not have things easy. His life is complicated, filled with prejudice, betrayal and intrigue. His father married his mother
for all the wrong reasons and he rules the country with an iron fist. His overbearing mother means less to him than his
childhood nanny. Just when he thinks things couldn't get any worse, he falls for a commoner at a fancy-dress ball.
Katherine Squires, a commoner, growing up in the poorest of circumstances struggles to help her family. The King's
obsession with killing off Chromatic dragons are leading the country into another war. A war that will change her world
forever. The adventure of Catherine and Albert against the backdrop of the dragons' struggle for equality and justice is a
fast paced page-turner.
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Pirates, dragons, mermaids. Embark on a coming of age journey that will leave you breathless. A lady-in-waiting's job is
to follow orders. For Rowen, it is to execute her stepfather's plan to elevate the family's station by an advantageous
marriage to the crown prince. Intrigue and seduction fill Rowen's days, but the prophecies that haunt her dreams at night
warn her that death awaits. The taunts of her sleepless nights are realized when she is framed and sentenced to death
for the prince's murder. For a human, there's nowhere to run and no one to turn to in a kingdom where power is tightly
held by full-blooded dragon shifters. It will take a stranger from the shadows to save Rowen from execution and reveal a
truth full of terrifying potential. It is time for Rowen to find the courage to accept her fate, awaken her gift, and set the
world on fire. Change is coming. So is a new prophecy that threatens the fate of the entire world.
Dragons. Right. Teenage girls don’t believe in fairy tales, and sixteen-year old Elena Watkins was no different. Until the night a
fairy tale killed her father. Now Elena’s in a new world, and a new school. The cutest guy around may be an evil dragon, a Prince
wants Elena’s heart, and a long dead sorcerer may be waking up to kill her. Oh. And the only way Elena’s going to graduate is on
the back of a dragon of her own. Teenage girls don’t believe in fairy tales. Now it’s time for Elena to believe – in herself.
Everyone dreams of being a princess, well everyone except eighteen-year-old Elena Watkins. After learning about her lost
heritage, Elena is forced to choose between learning to be the perfect ruler for Paegeia and her old life. Not to mention that pesky
dragon of hers who always seems to appear and disappear at just the right time With her friends beside her, Elena must discover
her own future as Paegeian roaylty. Who ever said that being a princess was easy?
"A guide to the massively popular fantasy RPG livestream offers previously unreleased photos and artwork, sharing cast insights
into its origins and storylines as well as the diverse array of art and cosplay that Critical Role inspires."--Provided by publisher.
FireboltFire Quill Publishers
Intrigue, Adventure, and a touch of Romance. Maddie found her on the beach. The Selkie girl was hurt, alone, the prey of evil
men. Maddie's Scottish grandmother had told stories about Selkies, humans who transform into seals and back again. To survive,
the girl needs Maddie's help and Maddie will need hers. Carlsbad is the California beach town Maddie and her two younger
brothers now call home. They came to live here with their grandmother after their parents were killed. This was where Maddie
hoped to finish high school, a place where they could begin to move on with life. But then Grandma was kidnapped, and they
found the Selkie... and Grandma's lifeless body. As she works with the FBI to find out who murdered her grandmother, Maddie
meets an FBI agent's handsome young son who turns her whole world even further upside down. Maddie thought she understood
it all. In reality, she knew nothing. The motive was more sinister, the means more complex, the opportunity more obscure than she
could have ever imagined. She must find who is after them and why before it is too late. The Sea Child is the mesmerizing first
book in The Selkie King Mysteries series. A YA urban fantasy cozy mystery full of clues, twists, romantic swells, and a dive into the
mythical world of the Selkies, that will keep you guessing to the end.
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Enter the magical world of the Trylle with the full e-book collection: Switched, Torn, and Ascend from New York Times bestselling
author Amanda Hocking. When Wendy Everly was six years old, her mother was convinced she was a monster and tried to kill
her. Eleven years later, Wendy discovers her mother might have been right. She's not the person she's always believed herself to
be, and her whole life begins to unravel—all because of Finn Holmes. Finn is a mysterious guy who always seems to be watching
her. Every encounter leaves her deeply shaken...though it has more to do with her fierce attraction to him than she'd ever admit.
But it isn't long before he reveals the truth: Wendy is a changeling who was switched at birth—and he's come to take her home.
Now Wendy's about to journey to a magical world she never knew existed, one that's both beautiful and frightening. And where
she must leave her old life behind to discover who she's meant to become...
An addicting, exciting, and twisty read, see why fans of Sarah J. Maas and Jennifer L. Armentrout love this series. A warrior with
nothing left to lose. A prince trying to hold his kingdom together. As a child, Etta ran from the palace for her life. Now, she must
find a way back in. The kingdom of Gaule is a dangerous place for those with magic. To be found is a death sentence, forcing
magic wielders into the forests to hide from the crown. Etta Basile has spent years among the trees, training for the day she’ll take
up the curse of her ancestors, a curse tying her life to that of her greatest enemy, the Prince of Gaule. Prince Alexandre was once
a childhood friend, but now, Etta must keep her identity a secret as she enters a tournament to become his champion. Her goals
are simple. Protect the prince. Break the curse. Kill the prince. What her training never prepared her for? Falling in love. But love is
for the weak, and Etta can’t forget the reason she’s there. Her people are counting on her. Get lost in an epic fantasy where
romance crosses enemy lines and nothing is ever black and white. Golden Curse is the first book in the completed seven-book
Fantasy and Fairytales series. Are you ready? Scroll up to click and see why readers love Etta and Alex. Keywords: Free books,
free fantasy books, Rapunzel, fairytale fantasy, fantasy romance, romantic fantasy, free fantasy romance, free full length fantasy
Sixteen-year-old Elena Watkins is on her summer break in the magical realm of Paegeia where Dragons and Magic exist. A
novelette that should be read with Thunderlight, The Dragonian series part two.

Jerry the mouse is hiding in this book--follow Tom the cat as he hunts through the pages for his foe.
The third and final novel in the Dream Caster series by USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR Adrienne Woods.
Chastity Blake, or just Chas as her friends call her, is in the Nether with Ash, the remaining shadow hounds, and her
grandfather, Lord Cradone. The Death of her mother, Veronique, a Shadow Caster, weigh heavily on Chas, and her
relationship with Leigh is a dangling situation. She doesn’t remember much of the night her mother died, but she knew
there is a betrayal, she doesn’t know who is behind it, and she might or might not have the entity of Magdalena hidden
deep inside her. The third and final part of Dream Casters is filled with secrets, a twist no one sees coming, and secrets
that will be revealed.
Please note that this is not for YA Audience like the Dragonian Series Everyone knows the Rubicon is predestined for
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evil, and the alpha dragon does nothing to change their opinions of him. What they don't know is that he harbors a secret,
a secret that can set him free, but also trap him forever. Refusing to give in to that which can lead him to a path of
freedom, Blake Leaf allows the darkness to attempt to claim his soul. But there is always a shining light somewhere, and
sometimes it's just too dark to see it. Will Blake find his way back to light, or is it too late for him? Darkbeam Part II is
about the events of Thunderlight and Frostbite (Book 2 and 3 in The Dragonian Series) told from Blake Leaf's point of
view.
The ninth installment of Bernard Cornwell’s bestselling series chronicling the epic saga of the making of England, “like
Game of Thrones, but real” (The Observer, London)—the basis for The Last Kingdom, the hit television series coming to
Netflix in Fall 2016. A fragile peace reigns in Wessex, Mercia and East Anglia. King Alfred’s son Edward and formidable
daughter, Aethelflaed, rule the kingdoms. But all around the restless Northmen, eyeing the rich lands and wealthy
churches, are mounting raids. Uhtred of Bebbanburg, the kingdoms’ greatest warrior, controls northern Mercia from the
strongly fortified city of Chester. But forces are gathering against him. Northmen allied to the Irish, led by the fierce
warrior Ragnall Ivarson, are soon joined by the Northumbrians, and their strength could prove overwhelming. Despite the
gathering threat, both Edward and Aethelflaed are reluctant to move out of the safety of their fortifications. But with
Uhtred’s own daughter married to Ivarson’s brother, who can be trusted? In the struggle between family and loyalty,
between personal ambition and political commitment, there will be no easy path. But a man with a warrior’s courage may
be able to find it. Such a man is Uhtred, and this may be his finest hour.
Losing Lucian McKenzie, the Prince of her heart and discovering her true identity has made Elena Watkins' life almost
unbearable. However, new trials will test the 17 year-old's strength and push her to limits she didn’t think were possible.
Only a mysterious offer from Blake Leaf, the Rubicon and a dragon predestined for evil, reveals there may be a light at
the end of Elena’s dark tunnel. With the life she thought she knew crashing down around her, Elena will have to face a
monumental decision about the fate of Paegeia. She can either make peace with Blake’s demands or try once again to
unravel the Queen’s secrets that lie deep within her dragon, Tanya La Frey’s, heart. The third heart pounding novel in
The Dragonian Series by Adrienne Woods.
An alternative story to the first novel in the Dragonian Series Firebolt. What if Herbert Watkins, Elena's guardian and
father, made the ambush. How different would her life at Dragonia Academy be. In this novella, you get a taste of the
events. Dragonian Series should be read before this novella.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Black Dagger Brotherhood series comes the first Novel of the
Fallen Angels. Redemption isn’t a word Jim Heron knows much about—his specialty is revenge, and to him, sin is all
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relative. But everything changes when he becomes a fallen angel and is charged with saving the souls of seven people
from the seven deadly sins. And failure is not an option. Vin diPietro surrendered himself to his business—until fate
intervenes in the form of a tough-talking, Harley-riding, self-professed savior, and a woman who makes him question his
destiny. With an ancient evil ready to claim him, Vin has to work with a fallen angel not only to win his beloved over…but
redeem his very soul.
Mr. Sandman, send me a dream, ta da da da.....Seventeen year old Chastity Blake knows the Sandman is just a silly
children's story parents tell their children to get them to sleep. At least she thought it was, until the day a mysterious, light
golden sand appeared in her hands during a high school prank that went horribly wrong. A sand that has the power to
send anyone it touches into a deep, sound sleep. Fearing she had lost her mind, Chastity soon discovers the shocking
truth of her heritage- she is a Dream Caster. Chastity was never supposed to be raised on the Domain, or what humans
call Earth and she is forced to return to her true birth place, Revera – the world of Dreams. However, in Revera there is
no balance between good, the Light Casters, and darkness, the Shadow Casters, and Chastity is caught square in the
middle. She soon learns that there is no place for anyone containing both the light and the darkness within them, and the
shocking truth that if anyone in Revera ever discovered her shadow self, Chastity would be thrown into the Oblivion – the
world of Nightmares. Dreams are always more than they seem, and this time Chastity is going to discover just how
different they can be.
For 17-year-old Elena Watkins, the world of Paegeia is not finished revealing all its secrets. During a summer break intended for
relaxation, she discovers that her harrowing adventure to retrieve the King of Lion sword wasn't the destiny foretold by the cryptic
Viden, a dragon with the ability to see a person's true fate. The words inked onto the page of the mysterious Book of Shadows
remains black, and Elena must return to Dragonia Academy to discover their true meaning. Upon her return to the magnificent
castle, she has to face a challenge of a different kind - keeping her boyfriend, Lucian McKenzie, the Prince of Tith and love of her
life, away from the dangerous new student, Paul Sutton. As a Wyvern, Paul has made it his mission to claim Elena as his rider, but
he is proving to be more perilous than at first glance. Everyone knew that Wyverns were bad news and just as evil as the darkness
lurking inside Blake Leaf, the Rubicon, who is forced to fight against his inner nature every day. But Elena can see a small light in
the darkness, a destiny still unfulfilled, to prove that Wyverns can be claimed.
"A comprehensive look at WMD's antecedents, from flamethrowers of the Peloponnesian War to plague-bearing booby traps....
Rich and entertaining." -Newsweek Featuring a new introduction by the author. Flamethrowers, poison gases, incendiary bombs,
the large-scale spreading of disease... are these terrifying agents and implements of warfare modern inventions? Not by a long
shot. Weapons of biological and chemical warfare have been in use for thousands of years, and Greek Fire, Poison Arrows &
Scorpion Bombs, Adrienne Mayor's fascinating exploration of the origins of biological and unethical warfare draws extraordinary
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connections between the mythical worlds of Hercules and the Trojan War, the accounts of Herodotus and Thucydides, and
modern methods of war and terrorism. Greek Fire, Poison Arrows & Scorpion Bombs will catapult readers into the dark and
fascinating realm of ancient war and mythic treachery-and their devastating consequences.
The last novel in The Rubicon’s story. Blake and Elena need to kill the Saadedine but without the secret ingredient, one of them
will die. Blake will give up his life for Elena as a dragon loves differently and will never make it without their rider. When his
nightmare comes true, Blake knows just what his orbs are for and prepares himself to travel to the afterlife in order to kick a certain
prince’s ass, but it’s not as easy to enter the afterlife as Blake originally thought and there is a catch. If Elena is in the afterlife,
someone needs to give up theirs to send her back, and the Rubicon prepares himself to do anything in his power not to fail his
princess. Will Elena and Blake have their forever after, or are the stakes stacked too high against them this time?
In the Fifth and final part of the Dragonian Series, eighteen-year-old Elena Watkins and her dragon, the Rubicon, need to find the
missing ingredients in order to free her father from Etan. But what could the missing ingredient be? And will she be willing to
sacrifice her life if they don't find it before time runs out?
Moonbeam follows Blake and Elena ten years later from where the last novel, Starlight, ended. What if your 'what if' becomes
finally an option. Would you go and change the past...?
The life of a star-studded royal has not been kind to eighteen year-old Elena Watkins. With a Council breathing down her neck and
a dragon that refuses to accept her as her rider, she must convince everyone that she is ready to rule Paegeia like her parents
before her. But she has made a promise to her father King Albert, that she will not go looking for him and free the people of Etan.
Elena has promised to never truly fulfil her destiny. However, situations out of her control will soon force her to confront herself and
the evil that seeks to destroy her. Elena must look inside herself to discover if she can defeat the approaching darkness, be
accepted by the people of Paegeia, bring her dragon back to light and fulfill the destiny written in their stars.
Please note that this is not for YA Audience like the Dragonian Series The 4th Part in Rubicon's Story. Blake Leaf is experiencing
all sorts of new feelings after the Dent, and because of his past, the princess of Paegeia isn't making it easy to trust him. Only time
and breaking through her layers will show her that he has changed. Then maybe their bond will heal and they will find the missing
ingredient in order to kill the Saadedine and free the people of Etan. Now all he can do is to hope and pray that his secrets and
past aren't going to come back and mess up his progress. Darkbeam Part IV is about the events happening in Starlight, book 5, in
the Dragonian series.
The New York Times Bestselling Mystery There is trouble brewing in the Louisiana swamp -- Bowser can smell it. Bowser is a very
handsome and only slightly slobbery dog, and he can smell lots of things. Like bacon. And rawhide chews! And the sweat on
humans when they're lying. Birdie Gaux, the girl Bowser lives with, also knows something is wrong. It's not just that her grammy's
stuffed prize marlin has been stolen. It's the weird rumor that the marlin is linked to a missing treasure. It's the truck that seems to
be following Birdie and the bad feeling on the back of her neck. When Birdie and Bowser start digging into the mystery, not even
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Bowser's powerful sniffer can smell just how menacing the threat is. And when the danger comes straight for Birdie, Bowser knows
it up to him to sic 'em.
Four months ago, Netheia Isinthi failed to take her father's throne from her older sister. After refusing to publicly support the new
empress, she is banished to Ieflaria's capital city, Birsgen, where she anticipates a long and uneventful exile. Klavida of Nalova is
a student at the university established by Princess Esofi for the study of magic. She has come from the far north researching
Talcia's creatures-or so she claims. After a chance meeting brings the two together, Klavida wants nothing to do with the angry, illmannered princess. But when Netheia offers Klavida access to the royal library, Klavida decides she can tolerate her after all. As
they spend time together, Klavida realizes that Netheia is intensely lonely and has never known genuine friendship. She becomes
determined to show her that there is more to life than the pursuit of power and that a peaceful life of freedom can be more
satisfying than ruling an empire. But Netheia's patron goddess is not ready to accept that she has lost the Xytan Empire-and
neither are Netheia's most ardent supporters.
An ordinary teenage girl has to impersonate an alien princess after being mistakenly kidnapped in this YA sci-fi romance from
debut author Chani Lynn Feener.
Twenty-Five-year-old Morgan Freeman had been kidnapped and ended up in the one place she never thought she would be. Will
she be able to get back to her fiance, the three-thousand-year-old Varcolac, Jason Chase, in time to stop the Great War? Jason
Chase is searching high and low for Morgan Freeman, his true mate, and discovers her fate the day she wills all her abilities to
him. Will he be able to control the one ability that can change his past, or is their love doomed? In this gripping fourth book in the
Varcolac series, Kristin plays with time travel elements race against time and try to change the past. *The fourth novel in USA
Today Bestselling author Kristin Ping’s saga, Guardians of Monsters.*
New York Times bestselling author Adrienne Young returns with The Last Legacy, a captivating standalone about family and blood
ties, reinventing yourself, and controlling your own destiny. When a letter from her uncle Henrik arrives on Bryn Roth's eighteenth
birthday, summoning her back to Bastian, Bryn is eager to prove herself and finally take her place in her long-lost family. Henrik
has plans for Bryn, but she must win everyone’s trust if she wants to hold any power in the delicate architecture of the family. It
doesn’t take long for her to see that the Roths are entangled in shadows. Despite their growing influence in upscale Bastian, their
hands are still in the kind of dirty business that got Bryn’s parents killed years ago. With a forbidden romance to contend with and
dangerous work ahead, the cost of being accepted into the Roths may be more than Bryn can pay.
Praised by Jack Gantos, author of Dead End in Norvelt, as "a quick read with a kick at the finish," this debut novel sensitively and
memorably captures a teen runner's relationship with his autistic older brother. Like most siblings, Leo and Caleb have a
complicated relationship. But Caleb's violent outbursts literally send Leo running. When the family is forced to relocate due to
Caleb's uncontrollable behavior, Leo tries to settle into a new school, joining the cross-country team and discovering his talent for
racing and endurance for distance. Things even begin to look up for Leo when he befriends Curtis, a potential state champion who
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teaches Leo strategy and introduces him to would-be girlfriend, Mary. But Leo's stability is short-lived as Caleb escalates his
attacks on his brother, resentful of his sport successes and new friendships. Leo can't keep running away from his problems. But,
with a little help from Curtis and Mary, he can appreciate his worth as a brother and his own capacity for growth, both on and off
the field. Praise from Jack Gantos, author of Dead End in Norvelt, Hole in My Life and The Trouble With Me: "Currinder's novel,
Running Full Tilt, is a fast-paced convincing drama of a young runner whose legs circle him back to the many conflicts he is trying
to escape--but he can't outrun himself. A quick read with a kick at the finish." Praise from Paul Volponi, author of The Final Four,
Black and White, and Rikers High: "We feel the inner strength it takes to compete on every page of this splendid narrative, until, as
readers, we are running as well--engrossed, and loving every step of the journey."
Mina Grime is unlucky, unpopular and uncoordinated, that is until she saves her crush's life on a field trip, changing her High
School status from loser to hero overnight. But with her new found fame brings misfortune in the form of an old family curse come
to light. For Mina is descended from the Brothers Grimm and has inherited all of their unfinished fairy tale business. Which
includes trying to outwit a powerful Story from making her its next fairytale victim. To break the fairy tale curse on her family and
make these deadly occurrences stop, Mina must finish the tales until the very Grimm end.
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